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Page 1 - Introduction

Welcome on board this Global Aircraft. In this issue of the Global Aviation Magazine, we will
take a look at two more Global Lines cities Las Vegas, Nevada, and Athens, Greece. We also
take another look at a featured aircraft in the Global Fleet. This month’s featured aircraft is the
Boeing 787-800 aircraft.
We wish you a pleasant flight.
2. Las Vegas, Nevada – Sin City
5. Athens, Greece – City of the Gods
8. Pilot Information
9. Introducing the Boeing 787-800 – Dreamliner
11. In-Flight Movies/Featured Music
13. From the Front Desk
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Las Vegas is the most populous city in the state of Nevada and the county seat of Clark County. Las Vegas is an
internationally renowned major resort city for gambling, shopping, and fine dining. The city bills itself as The
Entertainment Capital of the World, and is famous for its consolidated casino–hotels and associated entertainment. A
growing retirement and family city, Las Vegas is the 28th-most populous city in the United States, with a population
at the 2010 census of 583,756. The 2010 population of the Las Vegas metropolitan area was 1,951,269.
Established in 1905, Las Vegas was incorporated as a city in 1911. At the close of the 20th century, Las Vegas was
the most populous American city founded in that century (a distinction held by Chicago in the 19th century). The
city's tolerance for various forms of adult entertainment earned it the title of Sin City, and this image has made Las
Vegas a popular setting for films and television programs. There are numerous outdoor lighting displays on Fremont
Street, as well as elsewhere in the city.
The name Las Vegas is often applied to unincorporated areas that surround the city, especially the resort areas on and
near the Las Vegas Strip. The 4.2 mi (6.8 km) stretch of Las Vegas Boulevard known as the Strip is mainly in the
unincorporated communities of Paradise, Winchester, and Enterprise.
The Las Vegas Strip is an approximately 4.2-mile
(6.8 km) stretch of Las Vegas Boulevard adjacent to,
but outside the city limits of Las Vegas proper.
Many of the largest hotel, casino and resort
properties in the world are located on the Las Vegas
Strip. Fifteen of the world's 25 largest hotels by
room count are on the Strip, with a total of over
62,000 rooms. One of the most visible aspects of
Las Vegas' cityscape is its use of dramatic
architecture. The modernization of hotels, casinos,
restaurants, and residential high-rises on the Strip
has established the city as one of the most popular
destinations for tourists.
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Historically, the casinos that were not in Downtown Las Vegas
along Fremont Street were restricted to outside of the city limits
on Las Vegas Boulevard. In 1959 the Welcome to Fabulous Las
Vegas sign was constructed exactly 4.5 miles (7.2 km) outside of
the city limits. The sign is today about 0.4 miles (0.64 km) south
of the southernmost entrance to Mandalay Bay (the southernmost
casino).
In the strictest sense, "the Strip" refers only to the stretch of Las
Vegas Boulevard that is roughly between Sahara Avenue and
Russell Road, a distance of 4.2 miles (6.8 km). However, the term
is often used to refer not only to the road but also to the various
casinos and resorts that line the road, and even to properties which
are not on the road but in proximity. Phrases such as Strip Area,
Resort Corridor or Resort District are sometimes used to indicate
a larger geographical area, including properties 1 mile (1.6 km) or
more away from Las Vegas Boulevard, such as the Hard Rock
Hotel & Casino.
The traditional definition considers the Strip's northern terminus
as the now-defunct Sahara Casino, though travel guides typically
extend it to include the Stratosphere, 0.4 miles (0.64 km) to the
north. At one time, the southern end of the Strip was Tropicana
Avenue, but continuing construction has extended this boundary
to Russell Road.
The opening of The Mirage in 1989 set a new level to the Las Vegas experience, as smaller hotels and casinos made
way for the larger mega-resorts. These huge facilities offer entertainment and dining options, as well as gambling and
lodging. This change affected the smaller, well-known and now historic hotels and casinos, like The Dunes, The
Sands, the Stardust, and the Sahara. In 1995, following the death of Dean Martin, the lights along the Strip were
dimmed in a sign of respect to him. This was repeated in 1998 in honor of the recently deceased Frank Sinatra. In
2005, Clark County renamed a section of Industrial Road (south of Twain Avenue) as Dean Martin Drive, also as a
tribute to the famous Rat Pack singer, actor, and frequent Las Vegas entertainer.
In an effort to attract families, resorts offered more attractions geared toward youth, but had limited success. The
(current) MGM Grand opened in 1993 with Grand Adventures amusement park, but the park closed in 2000 due to
lack of interest. Similarly, in 2003 Treasure Island closed its own video arcade and abandoned the previous pirate
theme, adopting the new ti name.
The downtown area in recent years has played
second fiddle to the larger and more famous Las
Vegas Strip, which is located a few miles to the
south. The city has been working on revitalization
efforts to entice more visitors and residents to the
downtown area.
The city has been working to redevelop Fremont
Street just east of the Fremont Street Experience.
In 2007, the city of Las Vegas Redevelopment
Agency joined with Fremont East property and
business owners for a $5.5 million streetscape
improvement. This three-block renovation
included pedestrian-friendly street redesign,
landscaping and retro-looking neon signage.
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The Las Vegas Valley is the heart of the Las Vegas-Paradise, NV MSA also known as the Las Vegas–Paradise–
Henderson MSA which includes all of Clark County, Nevada, and is a metropolitan area in the southern part of
Nevada. The Valley is defined by the Las Vegas Valley landform, a 600 sq mi (1,600 km2) basin area that contains
the largest concentration of people in the state. The history of the Valley significantly intertwines with the history of
the city of Las Vegas and one of the two primary cities (as used by the census bureau) in the MSA, with the other
being Paradise. The valley is home to the three largest incorporated cities in Nevada: Las Vegas, Henderson and
North Las Vegas.
The area was previously settled by Mormon farmers in 1854 and later became the site of a United States Army fort in
1864, beginning a long relationship between southern Nevada and the U.S. military. Since the 1930s, Las Vegas has
generally been identified as a gaming center as well as a resort destination, primarily targeting adults. Relatively
inexpensive real estate prompted a residential population boom in the Las Vegas Valley in the 1990s and is still
expanding in every direction.
The Las Vegas Valley lies in a relatively high-altitude
portion of the Mojave Desert, which tends to produce
drastic changes of temperature between seasons, and
also between day and night. The Valley generally
averages less than 5 in (130 mm) of rain annually.
Daily daytime summer temperatures in July and
August are typically around 101 °F (38 °C) degrees.
Very low humidity, however, tempers the effect of
these temperatures, though dehydration, heat
exhaustion, and sun stroke can occur after even a
limited time outdoors in the summer. The interiors of
automobiles often prove deadly to small children and
pets during the summer and surfaces exposed to the
sun can cause first- and second-degree burns to
unprotected skin. July and August can also be marked
by "monsoon season", when moist winds from the Gulf
of California soak much of the Southwestern U.S.
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Athens is the capital and largest city of Greece.
Athens dominates the Attica region and is one of the
world's oldest cities, as its recorded history spans
around 3,400 years. Classical Athens was a powerful
city-state. A centre for the arts, learning and
philosophy, home of Plato's Academy and Aristotle's
Lyceum, it is widely referred to as the cradle of
Western civilization and the birthplace of
democracy, largely due to the impact of its cultural
and political achievements during the 5th and 4th
centuries BC on the rest of the then known European
continent. Today a cosmopolitan metropolis, modern
Athens is central to economic, financial, industrial,
political and cultural life in Greece. In 2008, Athens
was ranked the world's 32nd richest city by
purchasing power and the 25th most expensive in a
UBS study.
According to Eurostat, the Athens Larger Urban Zone
(LUZ) is the 7th most populous LUZ in the European Union
(the 4th most populous capital city of the EU) with a
population of 4,013,368 (in 2004). Athens is also the
southernmost capital on the European mainland.

The city of Athens has a population of 655,780
within its administrative limits and a land area of
39 km2 (15 sq mi).[11] The urban area of Athens
extends beyond the administrative municipal city
limits, with a population of 3,074,160, over an area
of 412 km2 (159 sq mi).
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The heritage of the classical era is still evident in the city, represented by a number of ancient monuments and works
of art, the most famous of all being the Parthenon, widely considered a key landmark of early Western civilization.
The city also retains a vast variety of Roman and Byzantine monuments, as well as a smaller number of remaining
Ottoman monuments projecting the city's long history across the centuries. Athens is home to two UNESCO World
Heritage Sites, the Acropolis of Athens and the medieval Daphni Monastery. Landmarks of the modern era, dating
back to the establishment of Athens as the capital of the independent Greek state in 1833, include the Hellenic
Parliament (19th century) and the Athens Trilogy consisting of the National Library of Greece, the Athens University
and the Academy of Athens. Athens was the host city of the first modern-day Olympic Games in 1896, and 108 years
later it welcomed home the 2004 Summer Olympics. Athens is home to the National Archeological Museum,
featuring the world's largest collection of ancient Greek antiquities, as well as the new Acropolis Museum.

In Ancient Greek the name of Athens was in
plural. However, in earlier Greek such as in
Homeric Greek the name was in the singular form
and then changed in the plural. The root of the
word is probably not of Greek or Indo-European
origin as it is possibly a remnant of the Pre-Greek
substrate of Attica. So is the name of the goddess
Athena (Attic Ἀθηνᾶ [atʰɛːnâː] and Ionic Ἀθήνη
[aˈtʰɛːnɛː]) who was always related with the city
of Athens. During the medieval period the name
of the city was rendered once again in the singular
as Ἀθήνα [aˈθina]. However, because of the
conservatism of the written language, Ἀθῆναι
[aˈθine] remained the official name of the city
until the abandonment of Katharevousa in the
1970s, when Ἀθήνα became the official name.
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The oldest known human presence in Athens is the
Cave of Schist which has been dated to between
the 11th and 7th millennium BC. Athens has been
continuously inhabited for at least 7000 years. By
1400 BC the settlement had become an important
centre of the Mycenaean civilization and the
Acropolis was the site of a major Mycenaean
fortress whose remains can be recognized from
sections of the characteristic Cyclopean walls.
Unlike other Mycenaean centers, such as Mycenae
and Pylos, it is not known whether Athens suffered
destruction in about 1200 BC, an event often
attributed to a Dorian invasion, and the Athenians
always maintained that they were "pure" Ionians
with no Dorian element. However, Athens, like
many other Bronze Age settlements, went into
economic decline for around 150 years following
this.
Iron Age burials, in the Kerameikos and other
locations, are often richly provided for and
demonstrate that from 900 BC onwards Athens
was one of the leading centers of trade and
prosperity in the region. The leading position of
Athens may well have resulted from its central
location in the Greek world, its secure stronghold
on the Acropolis and its access to the sea, which
gave it a natural advantage over inland rivals such
as Thebes and Sparta.
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New 2X Event Dates Set
The next company 2X event held in Canada will be in June/July. There will be plenty of opportunities for all
Global Pilots to rack up 2X flight hours and to explore the great white north of Canada. Look for more details as
the event gets closer on each of the airline web sites.
We are pleased to announce that Sr. ATP Captain Stephane Rheaume will soon be heading to Brazil where he
will be the Chief of a maintenance crew for the Royal Canadian Air Force. Stephane will be working on the CF18 aircraft demo team. Although Captain Rheaume will be taking a leave from Global to do this, we wish him a
GREAT time in Brazil and for this exciting opportunity. Safe flight always Captain Rheaume!
We are also pleased to announce that Chief Pilot ATP Captain Bill Dawson has been approved for the next
around the world flight at Global Express Airways. He is currently in the planning phase for the flight and we
look forward to tracking him around the world as his flight progresses. Congratulations Captain Dawson!

Member check-in area Global Explorer Club
Dublin. Ireland

Member Bar at the Global Explorer Club
Dublin. Ireland

Member check-in area Global Explorer Club
Madrid, Spain

Member Bar at the Global Explorer Club
Madrid, Spain
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The Boeing 787 Dreamliner is a long-range, mid-size wide-body, twin-engine jet airliner developed by Boeing
Commercial Airplanes. It seats 210 to 290 passengers, depending on the variant. Boeing states that it is the company's
most fuel-efficient airliner and the world's first major airliner to use composite materials for most of its construction.
According to Boeing, the 787 consumes 20% less fuel than the similarly-sized 767. Its distinguishing features include
a four-panel windshield, noise-reducing chevrons on its engine nacelles, and a smoother nose contour. The 787 shares
a common type rating with the larger 777 twinjet, allowing qualified pilots to operate both models, due to related
design features.
The aircraft's initial designation was 7E7, prior to its renaming in January 2005. The first 787 was unveiled in a rollout ceremony on July 8, 2007, at Boeing's Everett assembly factory, by which time it had reached 677 orders; this is
more orders from launch to roll-out than any previous wide-body airliner. By October 2011, the 787 program had
logged 873 orders from 57 customers.

The 787 development and production has involved a large-scale collaboration with numerous suppliers around the
globe. Final assembly is at the Boeing Everett Factory in Everett, Washington. Assembly is also taking place at a new
factory in North Charleston, South Carolina. Both sites will deliver 787s to airline customers. Originally planned to
enter service in May 2008, the project has suffered from multiple delays. The airliner's maiden flight took place on
December 15, 2009, and completed flight testing in mid-2011. Final Federal Aviation Administration and European
Aviation Safety Agency certification was received in late August 2011. The first model was delivered in Sept. 2011.
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During the late 1990s, Boeing began considering replacement aircraft programs as sales for the 767 and Boeing 747400 slowed. The company proposed two new aircraft, the 747X, which would have lengthened the 747-400 and
improved efficiency, and the Sonic Cruiser, which would have achieved 15% higher speeds (approximately Mach
0.98) while burning fuel at the same rate as the existing 767. Market interest for the 747X was tepid, but the Sonic
Cruiser had brighter prospects.
The global airline market was upended by the September 11, 2001 attacks and increased petroleum prices, making
airlines more interested in efficiency than speed. The worst-affected airlines, those in the United States, had been
considered the most likely customers of the Sonic Cruiser, and thus Boeing officially cancelled the Sonic Cruiser on
December 20, 2002. Switching tracks, the company announced an alternative product using Sonic Cruiser technology
in a more conventional configuration, the 7E7, on January 29, 2003. The emphasis on a smaller midsize twinjet rather
than a large 747-size aircraft represented a shift from hub-and-spoke theory towards the point-to-point theory, in
response to analysis of focus groups.
The replacement for the Sonic Cruiser project was dubbed the "7E7" (with a development code name of "Y2").
Technology from the Sonic Cruiser and 7E7 was to be used as part of Boeing's project to replace its entire airliner
product line, an endeavor called the Yellowstone Project (of which the 7E7 became the first stage). Early concept
images of the 7E7 included rakish cockpit windows, a dropped nose and a distinctive "shark-fin" tail. The "E" was
said to stand for various things, such as "efficiency" or "environmentally friendly"; however, in the end, Boeing
claimed that it stood merely for "Eight". In July 2003, a public naming competition was held for the 7E7, for which
out of 500,000 votes cast online the winning title was Dreamliner. Other names in the pool included eLiner, Global
Cruiser and Stratoclimber.
On April 26, 2004, Japanese airline All Nippon Airways became the launch customer for the 7E7 Dreamliner, by
announcing a firm order for 50 aircraft with deliveries to begin in late 2008. All Nippon Airways' order was initially
specified as 30 787-3, 290–330 seat, one-class domestic aircraft, and 20 787-8, long-haul, 210–250 seat, two-class
aircraft for regional international routes such as Tokyo Narita–Beijing. The aircraft would allow All Nippon Airways
to open new routes to cities not previously served, such as Denver, Moscow, and New Delhi. The 787-3 and 787-8
were to be the initial variants, with the 787-9 entering service in 2010.
The 787's engines use all-electrical bleedless systems, eliminating the superheated air conduits normally used for
aircraft power, de-icing, and other functions. As part of its "Quiet Technology Demonstrator 2" project, Boeing
adopted several engine noise-reducing technologies for the 787. Among these are a redesigned air inlet containing
sound-absorbing materials and redesigned exhaust duct covers whose rims are tipped in a toothed or chevron pattern
to allow for quieter mixing of exhaust and outside air.
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Contraband
Chris Farraday (Mark Wahlberg) long ago abandoned his life of crime, but after his brotherin-law, Andy (Caleb Landry Jones), botches a drug deal for his ruthless boss, Tim Briggs
(Giovanni Ribisi), Chris is forced back into doing what he does best- running contraband-to
settle Andy's debt. Chris is a legendary smuggler and quickly assembles a crew with the help
of his best friend, Sebastian (Ben Foster), for one final run to Panama and back, hoping to
return with millions in counterfeit bills.
Action/Adventure

Mission Impossible - Ghost Protocol
This is not just another mission. The IMF is shut down when it's implicated in a global
terrorist bombing plot. Ghost Protocol is initiated and Ethan Hunt and his rogue new team
must go undercover to clear their organization's name. No help, no contact, off the grid. You
have never seen a mission grittier and more intense than this.
Action/Adventure

The Darkest Hour
The Darkest Hour is the story of five young people who find themselves stranded in Moscow,
fighting to survive in the wake of a devastating alien attack. The 3D thriller highlights the
classic beauty of Moscow alongside mind-blowing special effects.
Science Fiction

War Horse
Set against a sweeping canvas of rural England and Europe during the First World War, War
Horse begins with the remarkable friendship between a horse named Joey and a young man
called Albert, who tames and trains him. When they are forcefully parted, the film follows the
extraordinary journey of the horse as he moves through the war, changing and inspiring the
lives of all those he meets-British cavalry, German soldiers, and a French farmer and his
granddaughter-before the story reaches its emotional climax in the heart of No Man's Land.
The First World War is experienced through the journey of this horse-an odyssey of joy and
sorrow, passionate friendship and high adventure.
Drama/Adventure

We Bought A Zoo
This holiday season, acclaimed filmmaker Cameron Crowe (Jerry Maguire, Almost Famous)
directs an amazing and true story about a single dad who decides his family needs a fresh
start, so he and his two children move to the most unlikely of places: a zoo. With the help of
an eclectic staff, and with many misadventures along the way, the family works to return the
dilapidated zoo to its former wonder and glory.
Comedy
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Beyoncé Giselle Knowles is an American singer, songwriter,
record producer, and actress. Born and raised in Houston, Texas,
she enrolled in various performing arts schools and was first
exposed to singing and dancing competitions as a child. Knowles
rose to fame in the late 1990s as the lead singer of the R&B girl
group Destiny's Child, one of the world's best-selling girl groups
of all time.
During the hiatus of Destiny's Child, Knowles released her debut
solo album, Dangerously in Love, in 2003, which spawned two
number-one singles on the Billboard Hot 100—"Crazy in Love"
and "Baby Boy"—and became one of the most successful albums
of that year, earning her a then record-tying five Grammy
Awards. Following the disbandment of Destiny's Child in 2005,
Knowles released her second solo album, B'Day, in 2006, which
spawned the top 10 singles "Déjà Vu", "Irreplaceable" and
"Beautiful Liar". Her third solo album I Am... Sasha Fierce
(2008), spawned the hit singles "If I Were a Boy", "Single Ladies
(Put a Ring on It)", "Halo" and "Sweet Dreams". The album
helped Knowles earn six Grammys in 2010, breaking the record
for most Grammy Awards won by a female artist in one night.
Knowles' fourth solo album, 4 became her fourth consecutive
number one album on the Billboard 200 as a solo artist. This
made her the third artist in history to have her first four studio
albums debut atop the chart.

Between 2000 and 2010, Rascal Flatts recorded for
Disney Music Group's Lyric Street Records. While
on that label, the band released seven albums, all of
which have been certified platinum or higher by the
Recording Industry Association of America. In
order of release, these albums are Rascal Flatts
(2000), Melt (2002), Feels Like Today (2004), Me
and My Gang (2006), Still Feels Good (2007),
Greatest Hits Volume 1 (2008) and Unstoppable
(2009). After Lyric Street closed in 2010, Rascal
Flatts moved to the independent Big Machine
Records, releasing Nothing Like This in November
2010. Their eighth studio album, Changed, was
released in April 2012.

Rascal Flatts is an American country band that originated
in Columbus, Ohio, USA. Since its inception, Rascal Flatts
has been composed of three members: Gary LeVox (lead
vocals), Jay DeMarcus (bass guitar, keyboard, piano,
vocals) and Joe Don Rooney (lead guitar, vocals). LeVox
and DeMarcus are second cousins.

Rascal Flatts' studio albums have accounted for 26
single releases. All of these have charted within the
top 20 or higher on the Billboard Hot Country
Songs charts, including 11 number ones. The
band's longest-lasting number one, a cover of
Marcus Hummon's "Bless the Broken Road", spent
five weeks in that position in early 2005. The late
2005–early 2006 release "What Hurts the Most"
was a number one on both the country and adult
contemporary charts, and peaked at number six on
the Billboard Hot 100.
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FROM THE FRONT DESK
May, 2012
Greetings again from the front desk.
Canada here we come! As announce earlier in this magazine, June and July have been selected as the months for our
next 2X event. Our Pilots can look forward to checking out the great white north – Canada! There is so much beautiful
things and places to see in Canada that we thought it was time that our Pilots got together in mass to see it for
themselves while at the same time, earning 2X flight hours. Look for more details soon on both of the Global web
sites at www.globalexpressair.com and www.globalairinternational.com .
We are also pretty excited that another Global Pilot, Chief Pilot Bill Dawson has decided it was time to earn the
elusive third wing star by doing an around the world flight tour. He is currently planning it all out and it is pending
final approval so we can’t wait to see what ATP Captain Dawson will select for his aircraft and his flight route. Keep
an eye out on the Global Express Airways web site to track him as he works his way around the world. Rumor has it
he is even going to include some of the 2X event flights in his planning so he will be the first to not only earn his third
wing star but to also include a 2X flight hours in the mix.
We are currently accepting requests from our Pilots on new cities they might like to see us add to our schedules at
both Global Express Airways and Global Air International. If you have a favorite city not already served by Global
Lines, feel free to drop me a note from one of the web sites and I will be more than happy to have it checked out for
possible inclusion in our flight schedules.
Summer is coming our way faster than we realize. With summer also comes a little less flight time for some of our
Pilots as they go out in to the great outdoors to enjoy some sunshine and personal vacation trips. PLEASE remember
that we all have a minimum on monthly flights so if you are unable to make your flight(s) due to that, please let your
Flight Crew Manager know so you can get a temporary leave of absence to allow you to both enjoy your vacation and
not risk being dropped from the roster for inactivity/missed PIREP report(s). A simple email can save us all a lot of
grief because as we wall know, once you are dropped, it is like the fat lady sang, it is all over. Thanking you all in
advance for your responsible actions to assist in this matter.
Until the next time……… Safe Flight Always!
Sincerely,

James “Mick” Taylor
James “Mick” Taylor - GL-0004
CEO Global Express Airways / Global Air International

